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 This is a short guide to contrarian betting on horses. It is written with the Breed-
ers’ Cup in mind, but can be used for any horse race. Its purpose is not to tell you who 
or what to bet, but to give you tools to make smarter, more profitable decisions. It 
should be accessible to the beginner while still useful to the veteran horseplayer. The 
only prerequisites are a desire to move past the traditional, but non-winning, ways of 
approaching the races, and a willingness to approach the races differently. 

INTRODUCTION
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This guide, originated in contrarian investing principles—and with academic 
work on research methodology—was adapted to the particular challenges of pari-
mutuel betting. It is primarily focused on finding the right horses to bet. I do touch on 
wagering strategy occasionally and in the conclusion, but by and large, it is concerned 
with finding contenders that offer value. You should be able to profit from this ap-
proach with basic win betting, although profits can be magnified through careful ex-
otic wagering. At the same time, as discussed in the conclusion, inconsistent betting 
can destroy profits. This approach to the Breeders’ Cup is not just an abstract theory 
as applied to horse racing, but is based on a decade of serious study and play of the 
races. In sum, these techniques have been combined to create paydays at big racing 
events. 

The goal of this guide is to help you identify the mistakes that the betting public 
makes in assessing the chances of horses. It is concerned with finding value horses, 
whether the favorite or an overlooked contender. Value, a word that is used too reck-
lessly around the track, means that the horse is being offered at higher odds than it 
should be. This value, or “overlay,” does not happen nearly as often as most horseplay-
ers claim, but it does happen. I focus on two places where public biases cause the mis-

The public is sharp. Yet they still make mistakes in assessing the chances of horses. The key to finding 
value over any period of time is exploiting public errors.
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pricing of horses. I detail two distinct methods for finding where value is likely to oc-
cur—one for favorites and one for “medium” priced horses (generally 4-1 to 10-1). 
Both approaches can be used without needing to purchase the past performances or 
even know how to read them. It also does not matter whether you have recently been 
following the races closely or not.

A few important notes about betting the races at the outset. Horse racing is a 
pari-mutuel game, which means that the odds are set by how the crowd actually bets, 
as opposed to by a bookmaker. All wagered money is placed in a pool beforehand, and 
then a variable percentage, known as the “takeout,” is removed from the pool, and 
goes to pay purses, overhead, and of course, taxes to the state. The remaining mon-

ey—anywhere from 84% to sometimes as little as 70%—is then returned to the bettors 
who had picked the winning horse (or winning combination). This is one reason why 
the game is extremely difficult (but not impossible) to beat over the long-term—on av-
erage, almost 20% of every dollar wagered goes away immediately. 

Horse races provide a betting market in which a large majority of participants 
are making probability assessments using almost identical publicly-available informa-
tion. Indeed, most players are analyzing the same data (or at least data culled using 
similar techniques) contained in the past performances—the numerical representation 
of a horse’s previous races. Unsurprisingly, many horseplayers—even those who have 
been playing the game for years—still often reach the same conclusions as their fellow 
handicappers. This does not mean that they only bet on favorites, but simply that they 
use similar techniques and similar data to reach similar conclusions. Players of this ilk 
are often surprised when a horse that they liked off a 10-1 morning line opens at 5-2. 
But if the horse can be found using methods favored by the general public, then the 
crowd will find them and bet them accordingly. 

Unsurprisingly, many horseplayers—even those who have 
been playing the game for years—still often reach the 

same conclusions as their fellow handicappers.
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The way around this problem is simple. You need to rely upon substantially dif-

ferent data than the crowd or interpret racing data in a different manner from the 
crowd. Some players who use a contrarian approach prepare their own data. However, 
this work is cumbersome if you only bet on the races occasionally. Many players are at-
tracted to the Breeders’ Cup, but likely have not been keeping detailed records over 
the course of the year. To address this problem, the two contrarian approaches here 
can be used regardless of whether you have studied the races at all during the year. 
This has the advantage of permitting you to play the races as much or as little as you 
want, and still enjoy an advantage over the general public. 

I encourage you to read on.
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The crowd does an extremely sharp job of setting odds in the pari-mutuel system. The 
odds that horses were sent off at correlate quite well with how often the horses actu-
ally win. Horses at 3-1 win more then horses that are 4-1, horses that are 4-1 win more 
than horses at 5-1, and so on. Over the long term, the crowd is likely a smarter handi-
capper than any individual, but this does not mean that they do not make errors. To 
win, you need to find the few instances where the crowd is making mistakes due to 
their own biases. 

THE FAVORITE/
LONGSHOT BIAS
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To explain, every player goes to the track and wants to win (I don’t know very 
many, if any, players who go to the track desiring to lose). But the players also want 
other things, which interfere with maximizing their return. Most prefer winning big in 
the short-term (such as wagering $100 and winning $1000) over grinding out a few 
dollars profit. Most also prefer the thrill of longshots and enjoy the ego-boost of beat-
ing the odds (and outsmarting the others). Based on these incentives, the crowd does 
make consistent errors—most notably the favorite/longshot bias—that can be ex-
ploited by a contrarian player for profit.

The favorite/longshot bias is simple—the crowd routinely makes pricing errors 
in odds at both the top and the bottom of the pool, and as a result consistently offers 
value on extreme short-price favorites (typically 3-5 or below) and poor value on ex-
treme longshots (30-1 or more). The return, which remains quite steady among the 
mid-odd horses, begins to plummet around 30-1 and goes lower as the odds go higher. 

It was first mentioned in the academic literature by R.M. Griffith of the Univer-
sity of Kentucky in 1949 and has been consistently found in betting pools ever since. 
In his paper, Griffith found, “though the amount [wagered on short odds horses] is 
greater, it is not great enough, and too much is wagered on the long-odded horses.” 
Even in the 1940’s, it was clear. The public offers value on extreme favorites and not 
on extreme longshots. A recent study by Snowberg and Wolfers (2006) analyzed over 
5 million U.S. horses races  and confirmed the bias. 

For the contrarian player, the first takeway from the bias is that extreme long-
shots should be avoided. The risk is not worth the reward and the bad bets will catch 
up with you. Any gains in the short-term are likely to be the result of randomness. The 
second takeaway from the favorite/longshot bias is the absolute strength of legitimate 

By the 1940’s, it was clear. Over the long term, the public of-
fers value on extreme favorites and not on extreme longshots.
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favorites. These horses win more than the public expects and, despite offering low pay-
outs, routinely offer good betting value. While the payouts are never life-changing, the 
return is still profitable, even in the short-term, and can be especially useful when 
linked up with other horses in exotic bets. You, of course, need to bet more to get a bet-
ter return, but over time, study after study has confirmed that you will make more 
money by betting these legitimate favorites. 

The favorite/longshot bias has an interesting recent history at the Breeders’ Cup. 
Since the 2007 expansion to a two-day wagering event, 6 horses have won at more 
than 30-1 in 97 races. In total, there have been 185 runners sent off since 2007 at the 
Breeders’ Cup at odds of 30-1 or greater. As you likely have observed, this small sam-
ple significantly outperforms the trends of the overall data. In fact, for every $2 wa-
gered on horses at 30-1 or greater, you would have earned in excess of $3.20. 

 It must be noted that to have earned this return, you would have had to bet on 
every 30-1 or greater longshot. This is no small task. In 31 of these races, 3 or more 
horses in the field were 30-1 or greater. In 5 of the races, 5 or more horses were 30-1 

The crowd underestimates extreme odds-on favorites, which win more often than the public expects. 
These horses can be among the best bets on Breeders’ Cup weekend and key to multi-race sequences. 
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or greater. The overwhelming majority of races had multiple 
longshots. The longshot winners are:

YEAR HORSE RACE ODDS FINISH

2013 Ria Antonia Juvenile Fillies 32-1 2nd (1st by 
DQ)

2011 Court Vision Mile 64-1 1st

2011 Afleet Again Marathon 41-1 1st

2010 Shared 
Account

Filly and Mare 
Turf 46-1 1st

2010 Dakota Phone Dirt Mile 37-1 1st

2009 Vale of York Juvenile 30-1 1st

2008 Desert Code Turf Sprint 36-1 1st

Horses that have gone off at 3/5 or lower in the Breed-
ers’ Cup are rare. Since 2007, only 4 have raced; 3 have won 
and 1 finished second:

YEAR HORSE RACE ODDS FINISH

2012 Groupie Doll Filly and Mare 
Sprint 3/5 1st

2012 Merit Man Juvenile Sprint 1/2 2nd

2011 Secret Circle Juvenile Sprint 2/5 1st

2008 Zenyatta Distaff/Lady’s 
Classic 1/2 1st

If you expand the limit upward a bit up to 4/5—an as-
sumption I think reasonable given the field sizes—the results 
are mixed. Wise Dan won the Mile as the heavy favorite in 
2013, but Ventura finished second in the Filly and Mare 
Sprint in 2009. Both were attempting to repeat as champion.

 However, as you get closer to even money, there is a sig-
nificant dropoff in reliability at the Breeders’ Cup. Five horses 

Two of the races here 
are no longer part of 
the Breeders’ Cup. 
The ungraded Juve-
nile Sprint was 
dropped after a five-
horse field in 2012. 
G2 Marathon was 
dropped after 2013 
due to a lack of qual-
ity in fields. 
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have been even money since 2007, and only one of them found the winner’s circle:
 

YEAR HORSE RACE ODDS FINISH

2010 Zenyatta Classic 1/1 2nd

2009 Conduit (IRE) Turf 1/1 1st

2009 Midday (GB) Filly and Mare Turf 1/1 2nd

2008 Curlin Classic 1/1 4th

2007 Dylan Thomas 
(IRE) Turf 1/1 4th

So where does this leave us in the applicability of the favorite/longshot bias to 
the Breeders’ Cup? For favorites, it has held up as expected in this small sample. The 
horses that earn this appraisal from the crowd typically earn it on the track. In fact, in 
the one failure, Merit Man faced only an extremely small field of four other horses in 
the 2012 Breeeders’ Cup Juvenile Sprint. A 3/5 odds-line is far different in a field of 5 
horses as opposed to 14.  The race was canceled following his year. Based on the long-

The Breeders’ Cup could be an exception to the tried and true pattern of the races, but 5 million observa-
tions is much more reliable than 97. People have been getting lucky.
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term data and the trend in the Breeders’ Cup, I feel confident betting any favorite at 4/
5 or below in the Breeders’ Cup.

 For extreme longshots (30-1 or greater), the recent trend has been well-above 
the long-term expectation for the game. The Breeders’ Cup has a history of huge long-
shot winners, even prior to the expansion of the races in 2007. But it’s also quite possi-
ble that this sample is simply too small and misrepresentative of the entire population. 
People betting extreme longshots might just be getting lucky at the Breeders’ Cup.  
Nevertheless, there are reasons to believe a counter-theory. Longshots in the Breeders’ 
Cup are of greater quality than those throughout racing. Indeed, the fields are popu-
lated with many Grade I winners who are capable of beating the best. Deeper races 
naturally create more opportunities for pricing errors.  

Playing extreme longshots may seem reasonable for the Breeders’ Cup, but I 
would caution against betting opposite the well-established long-term trend. Even if 
the Breeders’ Cup is a meaningful anomaly, you would still have to bet every 30-1 or 
greater horse in every race. If you simply bet a single 30-1 shot, the percentages plum-
met.  Furthermore, the strategy must be implemented over multiple years. In several 
years, no 30-1 or greater longshots hit. For these reasons, for the player focused on 
turning a profit at this year’s Breeders’ Cup, I recommend staying away from these ex-
treme longshots. 

It is important to note that this bias in general says nothing about the merits of 
the horses in any particular race. And, as always, specific facts about the horses in the 
race should trump a general rule. There are other methods which can be used to un-
cover non-favorites who may light up the toteboard. Finding these overlaid contenders 
is the focus of the next section. It is here where you can find the contenders that can 
make tickets explode (in a good way) and really use your analytical skills to beat the 
public.
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Past performances are the best history of the racetrack. Knowing how to read them 
makes you fluent in the language of racing and allows you to apply contrarian ideas to 
any race. But for the Breeders’ Cup, they are not needed. Detailed information on all 
the contenders, complete with videos of their previous races, is on the Breeders’ Cup 
website. There are also many other free resources around the web, and I’ve included a 
list on my website at alldayracing.com under “Resources.” Thus, even if you do not 

DECONSTRUCTING THE 
PAST PERFORMANCES

3
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know how to read the past performances, you can still quite effectively use the ad-
vanced methods discussed here.

The goal of this process is to spot a public mistake by finding mispriced horses. 
Specifically, you are looking for a place where the public’s current beliefs are inconsis-
tent with the historical data. The first task is to assess what the public’s opinion of the 
horses in the race is likely to be. For the Breeders’ Cup, it is fairly easy to discern the 
crowd’s likely preferences. A quick review of the relevant news articles surrounding 
the Breeders’ Cup should give you a sense of which horses are contenders and which 
are likely to be ignored. This information is pivotal when betting into “blind” exotics, 
where the payoff is unknown at the time the bet is made (P3+, Trifecta+) and can be 

useful in helping to prepare bets in advance. The “morning line” in the track program 
or racing form can also be used as a proxy, but I generally advise against putting too 
much stock in these. Variation in real-time from the betting line can make horses ap-
pear to be “deals” that are not at all. For example, if a horse had a morning line of 3-1, 
but was on the board at 5-1, you could think that he is offering good value. But if he 
had a morning line of 8-1, you would think you might be being over-bet. In reality, the 
morning line was likely just a poor approximation of the public’s assessment, not an 
indicator of value.

Once you have a sense of the public’s likely opinion, the next task is figure out if 
(and where) the public has made a mistake. The public does not make huge miscalcula-
tions—remember the long-term trends of the favorite/longshot bias. However, they do 
make errors that create occasional value among mid-priced contenders. There are, of 
course, many methods for finding these errors, but for the Breeders’ Cup, I use a 
method that I like to call “deconstructing the races with news.” To begin, deconstruc-
tion—as a verb as opposed to the intellectual movement—is defined by Merriam-

Deconstruction is “to take apart or examine in order to re-
veal the basis or composition of often with the intention of 

exposing biases, flaws, or inconsistencies.”
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Webster as “to take apart or examine in order to reveal the ba-
sis or composition of often with the intention of exposing bi-
ases, flaws, or inconsistencies.” This is exactly what you need 
to do with the prior races as a contrarian handicapper. Take 
them apart. Examine them. Reveal the likely mistakes. In con-
trast to a deconstruction approach, the public is taking the 
races as represented in the program and as a statement of fi-
nal truth. They are not tearing them apart to reveal the entire 
story. In fact, most handicappers look at past races as final. In 
reality, the result that occurred was only one potential result 
among many. The key to fully understanding the prior race is 
figuring out the other possible results. 

To deconstruct a horse’s effort in a previous race is rela-
tively easy. For each recent race, you adopt the perspective of 
a person handicapping the race on the day it was run. You ap-
proach the past race in the same manner as a historian would 
and try to discern the full story. In particular, you want to 
know what people were saying before the race in order to get 
the complete picture of the race. To accomplish this, I recom-
mend reviewing news stories from the days surrounding prior 
races. Google makes this sort of review easier than ever be-
fore. I typically search the name of the race (with and without 
the horse in question), with the race name and the word “pre-
view.” 

In reviewing these stories, specifically try to get a sense 
of what both the public and the connections, especially the 
trainer, were hoping for that day. Importantly, for the Breed-
ers’ Cup, the key races of contenders—including international 
races—have all been well covered. You should also review sto-
ries from after the race to see what people were saying at that 
time. Removing the word “preview” usually does the trick for 
this, but also adding the “recap” or similar words can find 
other sources. Top sources include the New York Times and 
the Kentucky newspapers, although the Times does have a 

No one has to go to 
the library anymore. 
Google provides in-
stant archives of 
news surrounding 
key races. 
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paywall. The Bloodhorse is an excellent resource as well. For those willing to sub-
scribe, the Daily Racing Form’s Plus section is a terrific resource. You can get free ac-
cess by purchasing multi-card subscriptions. 

To make this process 
easier, I recommend a 
chart for each horse. 
You can certainly go 
farther back than this, 
although I find the 
most value from re-

cent races. You should compare these past understandings to what the public is likely 
to do today. This approach can unearth tons of overlays, simply by presenting the in-
formation together. For the most part, you can find your overlays where the public has 
not learned from the data. 

As an example, I have filled in the chart for a horse that is running in the 2014 
Breeders’ Cup Classic, Bayern, which is found on the next page.

So, what are we to make of Bayern going into the Breeders’ Cup Classic? He’s 
likely to be somewhere between second and fourth choice, behind likely favorite 
Shared Belief and close to Tonalist and California Chrome. There are concerns about 
his distance limitations and also his ability to handle pace challenges from other con-
tenders, including Cigar Street and Moreno. Let’s look at the historical record we’ve 
gathered to see whether these concerns are likely legitimate. On three occasions, Bay-
ern has dominated the field not as the favorite (3/1 in Pennsylvania Derby, 9/2 in Has-
kell, 9-1 in Woody Stephens). The public has always had distance concerns about him 
(likely due to his pedigree and Baffert’s comments), but he has repeatedly answered 
these. Unsurprisingly, the early public concern for him for the Breeders’ Cup is this 
(seeming) distance limitation and possible pace challenges. Sometimes the public is 
stubborn and looks for any information to confirm their beliefs, even if more evidence 
is on the other side.

The easy explanation for his poor performance in the Travers —and one adopted 
by the public—is the ten-furlong distance, but the public has been consistently wrong 
about the distance limitations of this horse. Instead, we see that there were legitimate 
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concerns about the short turnaround from the Haskell to the Travers. The original 
plan was for him to run in the Kings Bishop, but enthusiasm led the connections to an 
ill-advised, unplanned attempt at the Travers. The other public concern for Bayern is 
the likely pace pressure that he’ll face in this race, which is similar to that which 
doomed him in the Travers. However, he has on other occasions “set serious frac-
tions.” Bayern may indeed offer good value to win on Breeders’ Cup day and to place 
with Shared Belief in an exacta.

Researching the context surrounding prior races can be quite fruitful monetarily, 
but always remember that value is not determined by the strength of your opinion, but 
instead by the magnitude of the public mistake. 
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BAYERN NEWS BEFORE RACE NEWS AFTER RACE

Pennsylvania Derby
Solid second choice. Concerns 
after dull Travers. Probable 
good pace setup.

Clear winner. Dominated 
foes. California Chrome 
rusty. Easy fractions. 
Favorable track bias.

Travers Stakes

Mild favorite. Haskell/
Travers double historically 
difficult. Maybe easy pace. 
Baffert concerned about 
distance.

Great start. Pace challenges. Gave 
way badly and finished last. Quick 
turnaround maybe too much.

Haskell Invitational

Impressive in last race. Second 
choice at 9/2. Not sure if he 
can win over a mile. Is he a 
sprinter? Plan to go to King’s 
Bishop next.

Set the pace and never 
challenged. Romps by over 7 
lengths. Baffert decides not to 
“back him up” as original plan 
and instead head to Travers.

Woody Stephens Stakes

9-1 coming off a 20-length 
loss in Preakness. Social 
Inclusion getting buzz on 
same cutback. Adding 
blinkers after taking them off 
for Preakness. Concerns 
about the rail.

Broke perfectly and rebroke at top 
of stretch to win. Set “serious 
fractions and finished strong.” 
2-2 at distance of 7f, and 2-2 at a 
mile.



Many types of wagers are available on Breeders’ Cup Day. Each wager is an independ-
ent pool subject to takeout. Thus, the proportion of money bet to win has nothing to 
do with that bet on a daily double, although, in practice, the odds often correlate be-
cause the crowd and the information tend to be the same. The careful reader may note 
that this raises the possibility of arbitrage between the pools, which although theoreti-
cally possible, is extremely hard in practice due to late-shifting pari-mutuel odds. 

CONCLUSION: BETTING 
CONTRARIAN HORSES

4
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The pools are differentiated by what you need to predict and the minimum bet re-
quired. The more complex bets—the “exotics”—come in two different varieties. The 
first—intra-race or vertical exotics—adds complexity by predicting further down in the 
order of finish. The second is the multi-race or horizontal exotics, which ask you to 
pick the winner of consecutive races. The choice of whether to do two, three, four or 
more is up to you. At the Breeders’ Cup, the Pick 4 and the Pick 6 offer the greatest 
payout potential. The depth, with many full-field races, creates the possibility, but not 
the guarantee of a big payout. However, the higher payouts for these wagers do not 
necessarily mean that the increased award is commensurate with the extra risk. It is 
essential to remain conscious of the expected return at all times. There is nothing 
worse than taking on risk, but expecting a negative return for the capital. As a practi-
cal matter, it is far better to have a small chance to win, as opposed to a good chance 
to break even. This seems an obvious point, but many players do otherwise.

It is important to remain consistent with your betting and your approach 
throughout the Breeders’ Cup weekend. Most people overestimate their edge in any 
particular race; it is a natural side effect of betting. There is nothing wrong with 
doubling-up a normal bet when you feel particularly strong, but moving your bet 

There is nothing worse than taking on risk, but expecting a negative return. Be careful to not overbet 
any particular race or sequence.
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amounts all over the place is typically not a wise strategy. A change in bet amount is 
much more likely to be a reaction to the previous race, as opposed to a prediction 
about the next. Finally, it is vitally important to evaluate the Breeders’ Cup weekend as 
a whole. No single race matters; instead, the goal is the money in your pocket at the 
end of the day. In fact, I would much rather finish the day with no money left, but 

have come close to big wins (the dreaded “bad beat”), then have won a small amount 
of money on bad bets. A “bad beat” is always preferred to a bad bet. Close calls are hor-
rible, but it generally means you are doing something right. Always remember this 
when thinking about wagering: a risk-aggressive approach results in the highest ROI 
over time, although being slightly less aggressive has less variance, but a lower ROI. 
But, with this, always remember the cardinal rule—there is still no reason to bet other 
than having a different opinion than the crowd. 

Good luck at the races!

Stay consistent with betting. A change in bet amount is 
much more likely to be a reaction to the previous race, as 

opposed to a prediction about the next. 
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